Standard Coilover Shock Range

NTR R1 14-40 Series

COILOVER NTR R1-40 SERIES

UNIQUE Technology
Every Nitron shock is built using the ultimate
in quality precision components, each of
which has undergone an extensive and
rigorous design and development program
to ensure optimum performance.
Nitron shocks are designed using a modular system
which allows maximum flexibility throughout the
development of each application. Each individual
component is machined to exacting standards
and individually inspected by trained technicians
as part of a strict quality control process.
Through extensive testing of all new materials,
finishes and processes and by combining
technologies unique to Nitron, every
shock is built to outperform and outlast its
competitors, be it on the road or the track.
Only by maintaining these high standards
can Nitron ensure that customers experience
the very ultimate suspension available.

Coilover NTR R1 14-40 Series

Basic Damper Design
1. End Eye / Top Mount
2. Damper Piston & Shim Stack
3. Shaft / Rod
4. Floating / Seperator Piston
5. Suspension Oil
6. Compressed Nitrogen Gas

The NTR R1 14-40 series is an aluminium gas monotube
shock with a 14mm diameter rod shaft and a 40mm
bore piston. It has a single combined adjustment for both
compression and rebound damping (other NTR shocks
available from Nitron include the 16-40 series, the 1646 series and the 22-46 series MacPherson strut).
This brochure will allow you to select the correct lengths,
end fittings and parts to specify a Nitron NTR R1 14-40
single adjustable series shock to fit your exact requirements.
Included is a table of lengths that covers the overall lengths
and rod strokes available, as well as an explanation of

the different body tube ends and rod end eyes available
that will enable perfect fitment to your vehicle.
Nitron has many more parts options in addition to
the parts shown in this document, please do not
hesitate to contact Nitron with any request you may
have for something not listed here, there is every
likelihood that we will have what you need in stock.

Induction hardened high
strength steel shaft with a
micro polished chrome finish
and rolled thread ends.
Full range of extended and
adjustable length end eyes.

Billet machined high strength aluminium
parts with titanium anodize finish.

Range of extended
end caps available.

Combined rebound
and compression
adjustment 24 clicks.

Teflon lined 15mm bore spherical
bearings for ultimate low friction
installation and long life.
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Fully floating aluminium
separator piston between
gas and oil with super low
friction Teflon banding.

Billet CNC machined and
ported hard anodize 40mm
main piston with one-piece
PTFE energized piston band.

Lightweight
ultra-rigid gas monotube
construction with the
ability to run inverted
without issue.

Aluminium
construction to
dissipate heat
easily and maintain
damping even with
extreme use.

Cold drawn seamless
alloy main tubes,
honed and roller
burnished followed
by a thick hard
anodize layer for
incredible service
life and resistance to
wear and corrosion.

Internal gas
pressurised nitrogen
chamber to avoid
oil cavitation.

Fully serviceable
and rebuildable.
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End Eye Options

COILOVER NTR R1-40 SERIES

Standard

D I M E N S I O N S I N D E TA I L

+20mm

End Eye Options
There are 4 variations of end eyes that
attach to the outer end of the piston rod.
Two of these end eyes are fixed length, and
2 of them are adjustable length allowing
a variety of different length bearing
fittings to be attached with a lock-nut.
Hex adjustable short

Hex
adjustable
long

The M16x1.0 threaded
end eyes can have 3
different length screw-in
bearings fitted. Shown to
the left are the 3 different
lengths available, standard,
+10mm and +20mm.

End Cap Options

There are 4 variations of end eyes that attach to the outer end
of the piston rod. Two of these end eyes are fixed length, and
2 of them are adjustable length allowing a variety of different
length bearing fittings to be attached with a lock-nut.

Standard

Shown to the right,
the standard end eye
can be seen screwed
fully in or fully out to
approximately +7.4mm
where the machined spot
face becomes visible
(limit of safe operation).

+2mm

End Cap
Options
There are also 4
different lengths of end
caps as shown in the
dimensioned drawings.
+5mm

+13mm

There are also 4 different lengths of end caps as
shown in the dimensioned drawings.
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Note: The stroke shown in this drawing
is without any bump stop fitted.

Standard end cap
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+2mm end cap

+5mm end cap

+13mm end cap
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COILOVER NTR R1-40 SERIES

Fold out here for
dimensions in detail

The following table shows the
available open length and stroke
available from the standard NTR R1
14-40 with the standard end cap
and standard end eye. Changing the
end caps and end eyes to longer
versions will increase the open length
but will not increase the stroke.
For example, if an NTR R1 14-40
shock is selected with a part number
of 322-236 then the open length will
be 322mm and the closed length
will be 236mm. This shock has a
listed stroke of 86mm (note this
does not take account of any fitted
bump stop which would reduce the
available rod stroke). Swapping the
end cap for a +5mm end cap would
increase the open length by 5mm
and the closed length by 5mm, but
the stroke will remain unchanged.
Then also swapping the end eye for
a hex adjustable short bearing will
increase the open length and closed
length by a further 14.3mm (the
stroke again will stay the same), this
bearing end eye can be screwed out
by a further 7.4mm again increasing
only the open length and the closed
length. So finally the shock has
an open length of 341.3mm and a
closed length of 255.3mm. Screwing
the bearing out will increase the
lengths by 7.4mm to 348.7mm
open length and 262.7mm closed
length. The stroke remains 86mm.

Bump Stops

Spherical Bearing Spacers

Nitron’s bump stops are a progressive cellular polyurethane. This is much softer
than traditional rubber bump stops and they are referred to as ‘spring aids’ in
the automotive world. They aid the spring rate progressively as they engage
and are therefore often not detectable until well into their crushed state.

Nitron have a huge range of
spacers that fit the spherical
bearings in the shock end
eyes and are often able to
have seals fitted. Common
bores are 8mm, 10mm,
12mm and ½” sizes with a
variety of widths. We can
also machined spacers
to fit exact dimensions
if required. Please
contact Nitron with your
specific requirements.

Product
Type

Part
Number

Open Length
mm

Stroke
mm

Closed Length
mm

NTR-R1-14-40

222-186

222

36

186

NTR-R1-14-40

242-196

242

46

196

NTR-R1-14-40

262-206

262

56

206

NTR-R1-14-40

282-216

282

66

216

NTR-R1-14-40

302-226

302

76

226

NTR-R1-14-40

322-236

322

86

236

NTR-R1-14-40

342-246

342

96

246

NTR-R1-14-40

362-256

362

106

256

NTR-R1-14-40

372-266

372

106

266

NTR-R1-14-40

392-276

392

116

276

NTR-R1-14-40

412-286

412

126

286

NTR-R1-14-40

432-296

432

136

296

NTR-R1-14-40

432-306

432

126

306

NTR-R1-14-40

472-326

472

146

326

NTR-R1-14-40

492-336

492

156

336

NTR-R1-14-40

512-346

512

166

346

NTR-R1-14-40

532-356

532

176

356

NTR-R1-14-40

542-366

542

176

366

NTR-R1-14-40

552-376

552

176

376

NTR-R1-14-40

562-386

562

176

386

900

NTR-R1-14-40

572-396

572

176

396

850

NTR-R1-14-40

582-406

582

176

406

800

NTR-R1-14-40

602-426

602

176

426

NTR-R1-14-40

612-436

612

176

436

650

NTR-R1-14-40

622-446

622

176

446

600

NTR-R1-14-40

632-456

632

176

456

550
500

NTR-R1-14-40

642-466

642

176

466

NTR-R1-14-40

682-506

682

176

506

There are 2 main bump stops
that are used on the 14-40
series, which can be used
individually or in combination.
Their lengths are shown here:

Springs
Nitron are able to offer a range of 2.25” ID motorsport
springs if required in inch increments and a wide range
of rates in lbs/inch. Nitron is also able to offer a range
of metric 60mm ID springs and spring platforms that
will also fit the NTR R1 14-40. All springs are available in
either Nitron blue colour or metallic titanium black.

Performance graphs are as follows:
Force vs. Displacement

750

In addition to main springs, Nitron also stocks a
range of helper springs and spring connectors
which are required in some circumstances.
■ Long (Soft + Hard in
Series) (39.74 N/mm)
■ Soft (80.42 N/mm)
■ Hard (98.45 N/mm)
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Force (N)

Length
Selection

Shock Servicing
Nitron shocks are built to perform and to last, manufactured
from the best possible materials to withstand years of
environmental attack. However, as with every highperformance component on a vehicle, some level of
servicing is recommended to maintain its best performance.

450
400
350

Damping Rate
Due to its flexible design, the NTR
R1 14-40 can be specified within
an extremely wide range of base
damping rates. Furthermore,
each finished damper will provide

Nitron’s service is unlike many others, with every shock
being returned in an ‘as new’ technical condition. Nitron
replace all the critical components, fluids, gas, seals and
bushes. Every race shock is also checked and calibrated on
a dynamometer to ensure that it performs to the same
exacting standards as it did when it first left the factory.

300
250
200

an equally impressive range of
adjustment which will ensure the
user has a high degree of flexibility
to work with to assist with vehicle
set-up. If you are unsure as to what

base damping rates you require,
our engineers will be happy to
make recommendations based on
information you provide on the
installation and use requirements.
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Approved service centres are strategically located
around the world to ensure that your shock
never has to travel far to be maintained.
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ENGINEERED IN THE UK

www.nitron.co.uk
Nitron Racing Systems Ltd. | Southfield Road | Eynsham | Oxfordshire | OX29 4JB | United Kingdom

+44 (0) 1993 849 449
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sales@nitron.co.uk
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www.nitron.co.uk

